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REGOXCHANGE QUALITY MANAGEMENT SERIES I
INTRODUCTION
Hundreds of organizations across the globe utilize CA Clarity PPM for a multitude of reasons. Whether it is for
project management, resource management, capacity planning, or portfolio management, Clarity has served the
PPM market space for years as the premier PPM solution. As effective and valuable as Clarity has been for so
many, Rego Consulting recognized a need in the Clarity market space - an online community that allowed
organizations to enhance their Clarity environments with quick access to custom developed Clarity solutions,
shared and provided by the community members themselves. To this end, Rego Consulting has proudly
launched RegoXchange.
This publication is part of the Quality Management series, and highlights many of the most valuable and sought
after custom developed Clarity solutions on RegoXchange available to all registrants with theWorX
membership. With theWorX membership, organizations can filter through hundreds of custom developed
solutions available on RegoXchange, identify content that will provide immediate value to their Clarity user
base, and access these solutions with only the click of a button.
The Clarity solutions available on RegoXchange are organized into easily recognizable categories, understood
and valued by Clarity operational managers and administrative staff alike, such as Project Management,
Portfolio Management, Resource Management, Financial Management, and many more.
The solutions presented in this publication are only the beginning. We invite you to read through this
document, discover some of the most valuable solutions available on RegoXchange that organizations are
taking advantage of, and then take the next step by registering for FREE at www.regoxchange.com. All
registrants have immediate access to theBasiX, a sampling of the vast library of solutions available with
theWorX membership.
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All Incidents - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The All Incidents portlet shows all Incidents the user has view rights on and provides a single view to increase ease
of management. Status indicators provide a quick overview of incident statuses so a user may prioritize. The filter
then allows the user to narrow their search using date ranges and/or resources assigned. Other alternatives for
filtering include the status, urgency, priority or impact of the Incident.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen to compile Incidents in a single list view. Standard views restrict
the user to seeing those Incidents either ‘Assigned to Me’, ‘Reported by Me’ or ‘Reported by Others’. There is no
means to see the complete list of all Incidents and filter it as needed. This portlet is invaluable for managers who
oversee support and is a great tool for Incident review meetings.
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Late Issues - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Late Issues portlet displays all issues related to active projects that the user has rights to view. The issues
displayed are those that are past their target resolution date but have not been Resolved or Closed. The portlet
provides a Project Manager the ability to view and track issues across multiple projects without going into each
project individually.
This portlet displays the issue, the associated project name and project manager, as well as the issue owner, target
resolution date, status, and priority of the issue, along with the total number of days the issue has been open. The
user has the ability to filter by several criteria in order to narrow down the late issues.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen to compile Issues into a view across projects. Instead a PM
needs to view Issues separately within each project and this configuration does not allow for comparisons of all late
issues. This portlet also allows for refined filtering so decisions can be made based on the most important factors.
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Late Milestones - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Late Milestones portlet displays all milestones related to active projects that the user has rights to view. The
milestones displayed are past their finish date and/or baseline finish date and are not yet Closed. The portlet
provides a Project Manager the ability to view and track milestones across multiple projects without going into each
project individually.
This portlet provides a single consolidated view of late milestones based on the current project baseline, and the age
of the milestone. The portlet will display the Project ID, Project Name, Project Manager, Milestone Name, Due
Date, Baseline Date, Days Late (calculated from baseline dates), and Days Old (calculated from today’s date).
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen to compile Milestones into a view across projects. Instead a PM
needs to view Milestones within each project and this configuration does not allow for comparisons of all late
Milestones. This portlet also allows for refined filtering so decisions can be made based on the most important
factors.
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Late Project Action Items - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Late Project Action Items portlet displays all action items related to active projects that the user has rights to
view. The action items displayed are those that have a status of “In Progress” or “Open” and are past their due
date. The portlet provides a Project Manager the ability to view and track action items across multiple projects
without going into each project individually.
In a single consolidated list, all late project action items can be easily viewed, along with the project with which they
are associated, the individual assigned, and the owner of the action item.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen to compile action items into a view across projects. Instead a PM
needs to view action items within each project and this configuration does not allow for comparisons of all late
action items. This portlet also allows for refined filtering so decisions can be made based on the most important
factors.
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Late Risks - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Late Risks portlet displays all risks related to active projects the user has rights to view. The risks displayed are
those that are past their target resolution date but are not in Resolved or Closed status. The portlet provides a
Project Manager the ability to view and track Risks across multiple projects without going into each project
individually.
This portlet displays the risk, the associated project name and project manager, as well as the risk owner, target
resolution date, status, priority of the risk, and the total number of days the risk has been open.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen to compile risks into a view across projects. Instead a PM needs
to view risks within each project and this configuration does not allow for comparisons of all late risks. This portlet
also allows for refined filtering so decisions can be made based on the most important factors.
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Late Tasks - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Late Tasks portlet provides a Project Manager the ability to view and track tasks across multiple projects with
due dates in the past. This portlet provides a single consolidated view of late tasks, their task start and finish date,
and ETCs remaining for the task. Also displayed is the number of days that the Task Finish Date is different from
the current baseline finish date (Days Late) as well as the number of days that have passed beyond the task finish
date and the current date (Days Old). The user will see all tasks associated with the projects to which they have
access.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen to compile tasks into a view across projects. Instead a PM needs
to view tasks within each project and this configuration does not allow for comparisons of all late tasks. This portlet
also allows for refined filtering so decisions can be made based on the most important factors.
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Program Executive Dashboard - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Program Executive Dashboard portlet displays information regarding sub-projects within a program. It
provides a one-stop place for the PMO or management to view all critical information about sub-projects in a
specific program. The portlet displays status indicators from the Status Report sub-object, late items and the total
number of those items, variances and days over baseline.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Clarity has an enormous amount of data within it; this portlet pulls together a set of indicators that help to
determine the status of a program by pulling information out of sub-projects and displaying it in one view. For
program management, it is invaluable to have a single place to view data (as opposed to having to go into each subproject separately).

Project Cost Plan Variance - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Project Cost Plan Variance portlet displays the variance between the budget and cost plans for projects the user
has rights to view. The total for the Cost Plan that is marked as the Plan of Record for the project (Current Cost
Plan Total), alongside the total for the current approved Budget Plan (Current Budget Plan Total). These two values
are then compared in order to generate the total current budget variance for the project. A positive amount in the
variance column indicates the project is under budget, while a negative amount indicates the project is over its
approved budget.
Results may be filtered by: Project ID, Project Name, Project Manager, and whether the project is Active (Yes, No,
All). By default, the portlet will display only Active projects.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen that compiles budget variance into a view across projects.
Instead a manager has to view budget variance within each project. With this portlet and by applying filters an
overall budget variance picture is quickly and easily obtained.
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Project Cost Within Budget - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Project Cost Within Budget portlet shows all projects that are within or exceeding their budgets in a pie chart.
The user may filter by OBS and finish dates to narrow the projects. This portlet provides management with a
graphical representation of the overall status of cost on all projects.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a graphical representation of budget costs across projects. Instead a manager
has to view budget variance within each project. With this portlet and by applying filters an overall budget cost
picture is quickly and easily obtained.
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Projects Within Baseline Effort - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Projects Within Baseline Effort portlet will display all projects’ baseline effort in a pie chart divided into three
different categories: Out of Baseline, Within Baseline and Within 10% of Baseline. This portlet is used by the PMO
to provide management with a snapshot of all projects and their baselines.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen that compiles project baselines into a graphical representation
across projects. Instead a manager has to view baseline variance within each project. With this portlet and by
applying filters an overall baseline variance picture is quickly and easily obtained.
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Projects Within Baseline Finish - Portlet
What the Portlet Does:
The Projects Within Baseline Finish portlet displays all projects that have a baseline and presents them in a pie
chart that divides them into those within and outside baseline. This portlet provides management with a way to
quickly view the amount of projects that are on time. The user may filter by OBS and finish date.
Why the Portlet is Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen that compiles project baselines into a graphical representation
across projects. Instead a manager has to view baseline variance within each project. With this portlet and by
applying filters an overall baseline picture is quickly and easily obtained. Managers can quickly determine that
number of projects that are on time (and not).
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Resource Time by Investment (Detail & Pie) - Portlets
What the Portlet Does:
The Resource Time by Investment - Pie portlet shows a graphical representation of the time spent on investments
for all resources where the logged in user is selected as the resource manager. The portlet gives the Resource
Manager the ability to quickly view all time reported by resources against projects. The portlet filters between
specific dates using the daily actuals timeslice. The pie chart provides a graphical view as to how time is divided
across projects.
The Resource Time by Investment Detail portlet gives the Resource Manager the ability to search for time reported
by resources against investments. The portlet provides filters for specific dates, a particular project and/or Project
Manager. Using this portlet, the RM can get an overview of all data in a time period, the overall time logged to a
project and the breakdown of their resource’s hours on that project.
Why the Portlets are Beneficial:
Normally, Clarity does not provide a single screen that compiles resource hours across projects. Instead a Resource
Manager has to view hours for each resource or within each project. With these portlets and by applying filters the
RM can quickly how hours have been logged. The graphical representation provides a quick and easy view of the
overall data and the Detail portlet allows the RM to get further specifics.
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